Abstract-Stretchable and flexible sensing arrays can facilitate human-computer interaction and biofeedback, such as robots, medical devices, and human-computer interface devices. To meet the demand on perceiving the temperature distributions on varied surface areas with low cost, in this paper, we designed a stretchable and flexible thermal sensing cushion (SFTSC) based on the two-dimensional thermistor array with multiarch structure. The 8×8 negative temperature coefficient resistors each with two pins were used as the thermistors. For good stretchability, every conductive textile electrode (CTE) in the SFTSC was fabricated by folding a conductive textile strip with multi-arch structure in an insulated elastic textile substrate. For decreasing the number of the test wires, all thermistors in the SFTSC were arrayed in the shared row-column fashion by inserting two pins of every thermistor into its row CTE and its column CTE, respectively. The performances of the SFTSC were evaluated by temperature sensing experiments of a cup, human hand and sitting posture, and the experimental results showed that the SFTSC with good flexibility and good stretchability could perceive its surface temperature well even its surface area was stretched larger 2.25 times.
sputtering [4] , screen printing [5] , sol-gel [6] , and electrophoretic deposition [7] were used in fabricating flexible sensors. Zhang et al. [3] developed a flexible dual-parameter temperature-pressure sensor which was constructed by pouring an organic thermoelectric material onto a deformable microstructure frame. Pan et al. [8] developed an ultrasensitive resistive sensing array (RSA) with elastic microstructure conductive polymer through many processing steps.
The performances of the flexible sensors were affected by many factors including sensing pixels, structures [9] [10] [11] [12] , electrode materials [13] , substrates [14] , and fabrication techniques [15] , [16] . Inflexible conductive electrodes and hard substrates would inhibit the stretchability and the flexibility of the sensing arrays (SAs). So, flexible electrodes and elastic substrates with low cost were preferred to fabricate the SAs with good stretchability and good flexibility. In some flexible sensors, the conductive electrodes were used as parts of sensing pixels. Su and Chang [17] designed a novel flexible and stretchable fabric impedance type humidity sensor using conductive yarn and a textile copolymer as a substrate and a moisture sensitive film respectively. For realizing the overall flexibility of the SA, Lipomi et al. [18] clipped the carbon nanotubes to the elastic material, so that the carbon nanotubes were still conductive when stretched. For monitoring respiration signal, Huang et al. [19] fabricated a yarn-based piezo-resistive sensor using piezo-resistive fibers, elastic, and polyester fibers. In some SAs [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , [20] , the conductive electrodes were used to connect the sensitive pixels to their test wires. Cheng et al. [14] developed a highly-twistable 8 × 8 SA with spiral sensing electrodes made of copper wires around elastic nylon line so that the array could withstand significant deformation without damaging the SA. Chen et al. [16] used the piezo-resistive fabric and flexible circuits to realize a customizable pressure sensor array which could be trimmed into different sizes. For sitting posture analysis, Xu et al. [21] designed a smart cushion including three-stacked-layer structure with its top layer and its bottom layer normal fabric uniformly coated with parallel conductive buses. Day et al. [22] designed a scalable fabric SA for soft bodies by integrating resistive material into the conductive fabric connected with non-conductive spandex material by iron-on adhesive. For reducing manufacture costs, in these arrays, because only a relatively few test lines were necessary, the structures with shared row electrodes and shared column electrodes were widely used. At the same time, the SAs were facilitated by elastic textile substrates with good stretchability and conductive fabrics with good electrical conductivity and good flexibility.
With the elements sensitive to pressure-induced deformation, the pressure SAs [3] , [9] , [16] , [18] , [19] usually showed a fast speed in detecting the pressure change. While stretching a cushion, the pressure SA on the cushion would have synchronously deformation which would cause extra error for pressure measurement. Thus, precise detection of the pressure with the pressure SA might invalid in the stretchable cushion. With the advantages of insensitive to deformation, high stability, and low cost, the thermal sensor arrays with low response speed, could be used in shape identification [15] , handwriting input [20] , and sitting posture monitoring [22] by perceiving the change of the temperature distribution around the contacted area between the human body and the object. Wu et al. [20] developed a 32 × 32 temperature and tactile sensing array using PI-copper films. Based on the 8 × 8 evenly spaced digital sensors of DS18B20, Liu et al. [23] designed a thermal mapping system which could monitor the temperature changes between the seat surface and the skin. However, the thermal sensing array with good stretchability and flexibility is still lacking, which can be applied to perceive the temperature distributions of varied areas on the objects' curved surfaces.
In this paper, a novel stretchable and flexible thermal sensing cushion (SFTSC) based on an 8×8 thermistor array is presented. It is fabricated using conductive fabrics and elastic fabric substrates, and it can be stretched and flexed to cover different surface areas. Following this introductory section, Section 2 describes the fabrication process of the SFTSC and its signal readout circuit. Section 3 presents experiments. Section 4 provides discussion. Finally, Section 5 draws the conclusions.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Stretching Principle
The flexible conductive fabrics had good electrical conductivity [24] but weak stretchability while elastic textile substrates had good stretchability but electrical insulation and thermal insulation. Thus, we used the electric conductive fabric and the elastic textile substrate with electrical and thermal insulation to fabricate the SFTSC. Fig. 1 showed the stretching principle of its conductive textile electrode (CTE).
As shown in Fig.1 , in a multi-arch structure, a conductive textile strip (CTS) was folded in an insulated elastic textile substrate (IETS) to form a CTE. In one-dimensional (1-D) case, its folded CTS could be elongated synchronously with the IETS when the CTE was stretched by a force, and the CTE could restore deformation after the force was unloaded. In twodimensional (2-D) case with similar structure, one row CTE and one column CTE were vertically fixed with the insulated textile wire. Thus, the 2-D structure could be stretched in both the row direction and the column direction. As the corresponding points on the row CTEs and those on the column CTEs were fixed, the 2-D structure could be regarded as two independent 1-D CTEs in the row direction and the column direction respectively. With the same principle, the SFTSC with shared row-column structure could be fabricated with many CTEs. In the SFTSC, the thermistors with two pins for connection were fixed at the fixed points each with one pin on its row CTE and the other pin on its column CTE.
B. Fabrication of the SFTSC
The overall fabrication flow chart of the SFTSC was shown in Fig. 2 . The array size of the thermistors in the SFTSC was 8 × 8. For accurately read out all thermistors in the array with the Improved Resistance Matrix Approach (IRMA) [25] , an additional CTE for the standard resistors was added in the SFTSC. Thus, the array size of the resistive elements in the SFTSC was 9 × 8.
The SFTSC's manufacturing steps were listed as follows: 1) Cutting the CTS (SXG-1, Qingdao Hengtong Weiye Special Fabric Technology Co., Ltd.). The CTS had good electrical conductivity but low stretchability. According to our pre-experiment, the maximum stretch ratio of the CTS used in the designed SFTSC was about 1:1.05, while the maximum stretch ratio of its IETS was about 1:1.6. Thus, the CTS and the IETS had different stretch ratios. Thus, a special structure composed of the CTS and the IETS was necessary for obtaining a CTE with good stretchability. At the same time, the CTS itself had a certain resistance value. For a sample cloth made from the conductive textile with its length of 380 mm and its width of 10 mm, its resistance in the length direction was 4.0 in our pre-experiment with an Agilent 34401A multimeter. A row of marks for fixed points were set at the center of every CTS. The distance between two adjacent marks for every arch was l 1 at 40 mm. All CTSs had the same width of W 1 (W 1 = 10mm). Every row CTS had a length about L 1 (L 1 = 380mm) while every column CTS had a length about 300 mm.
2) Cutting the IETS (Hangzhou Gaosibo Medical Products
Co., Ltd). The IETS with electrical and thermal insulation had good stretchability. With the same number as those on the CTS, a row of marks for fixed points on the IETS were set at the center of every IETS. The distance between two adjacent marks was l 2 at 28 mm. Therefore, the distance between two adjacent fixed points of the CTE for every arch could be stretched from 28 mm to 40 mm at least. All IETSs had the same width of W 2 (W 2 = 30 mm). At unstretched status, every row CTS had a length about L 2 (L 2 = 300 mm) while every column CTS had a length about 200 mm. Every IETS was equally divided into three parts by folded it in its width direction. 3) Stitching the CTS and the IETS. Firstly, a CTS was laid flat in the middle of an IETS. Secondly, arches of the CTS and those of the IETS were aligned one by one, and every arch between two adjacent fixed points of the CTS was folded. Thirdly, the CTS was stitched to the IETS at each fixed point with the insulated textile wire. 4) Folding and stitching CTE. The IETS was folded so that it could completely cover the CTS to form a CTE and the CTE's structure was stitched with the insulated textile wire. 5) Crossing and fixing the row CTEs and the column CTEs.
All row CTEs were parallel placed on a flat surface in sequence with the two-ends of all row CTEs aligned. Then, all column CTEs were vertically placed on the row CTEs with all arches aligned. Thus all column CTEs were perpendicular to all row CTEs and all arches for fixed points of the row CTEs and all arches for fixed points on the column CTEs were aligned. Followed, all arches were fixed with the insulated textile wire. 6) Installation of thermistors. In the shape of a prolate spheroid, the low-cost negative temperature coefficient (NTC) resistor (NTC-103F3950, SinoChip Electronic Co., LTD.) with its sensitive head's size of 2.2 mm × 2.2 mm × 4.0 mm was used as the thermistor in the SFTSC. For the temperature range [10 • C, 42
• C] of the SFTSC, the resistance value of each thermistor was in the range [R min , R max ], where R min = 4.89 k , and R max = 20.2 k . After the row CTEs and the column CTEs were vertically arranged, at each intersection, two pins of every thermistor were respectively inserted into its row CTE's CTS and its column CTE's CTS. Finally, every small rectangle area adjacent to every thermistor was stitched with the insulated textile wire to ensure that the thermistor was not stretched while stretching. After all row CTEs and all column CTEs were vertically cross-fixed, this SFTSC with multi-arch structure was finally formed. The unstretched SFTSC had a surface 
C. The Read Out Circuit of the SFTSC
For eliminating the crosstalk effect of the shared rowcolumn structure for parasitic parallel paths, many approaches including the voltage feedback method [20] , the zero potential method [15] , [26] , the inserting diode method [22] , and the IRMA [25] , were proposed. The IRMA had many good features including wide resistance range, satisfactory measurement accuracy, and low circuit complexity. Thus, the IRMAbased read out circuit was used in the SFTSC. The circuit could read out the resistances of the thermistors in the SFTSC, and then the temperature distribution on the SFTSC could be obtained. The circuit was mainly composed of three parts: a microcontroller (STM32F373), a Bluetooth (HC-05) and power supply. The structure of the read out circuit was shown in Fig. 3 .
III. EXPERIMENT
All experiments except other specified were carried out with the ambient temperature at 23.0 ± 0.5 • C.
A. Measurement Experiment
For acquiring the precise temperature on the SFTSC, the resistances of the thermistors in the SFTSC should be precisely measured firstly. RSAs in the shared row-column fashion had less test wires but suffered from crosstalk effect for bypass currents on the non-scanned elements, which had the worst influence when the element being tested (EBT) had the largest resistance while all non-scanned elements had the smallest resistance. As for the SFTSC with its thermistors of the NTC resistors, in the worst case, the EBT had the lowest temperature while all non-scanned elements had the highest temperature. In this experiment, the thermistor (R 23 ) in the second row and the third column of the SFTSC was replaced with a precise resistance box as shown in Fig. 4 (a) , the SFTSC was placed in different ambient temperatures at 11.0 • C, 15.0 • C, 19.0 • C, 23.0 • C, and 26.0 • C respectively, and the R 23 was varied in 1 K ∼ 100 K . At the same temperature, all thermistors in the SFTSC had the approximate resistances which were 19.2 K , 15.8 K , 13.0 K , 10.9 K , and 9.57 K for each temperature according to the datasheet of the NTC-103F3950. The measurement resistance results and the equivalent temperature results were shown in Fig. 4 (b) and Fig. 4(c) .
As shown in Fig. 4 (b) , the R 23 's measurement error was between -7.2 % and -3.7 % with the R 23 varied in 1 K ∼ 100 K and the ambient temperature of the SFTSC varied in 11.0 • C ∼ 26.0 • C. With the increase of the resistance and the increase of the ambient temperature, the R 23 's absolute error in the SFTSC with conductive fabric electrodes increased and it was larger than that in [25] with metal wire electrodes. As shown in Fig. 4 (c) , in the SFTSC, the ambient temperature changed the thermistors' resistances which also affected the measurement results. The positive temperature deviation between 0.8 • C and 1.5 • C was found in the equivalent temperature results. Thus crosstalk effect for the structure of shared row and shared column still existed in the SFTSC.
B. Temperature Sensing Experiment
For evaluating the temperature perception performance of the SFTSC, the finger temperature experiment was conducted. One finger was placed over the thermistor unit (R 44 ) as shown in Fig. 5 (a) . The finger was stayed on the R 44 for 24 seconds, then removed, and the temperature curve of the whole process was shown in Fig. 5 (b) . The temperature result on the SFTSC at 24 seconds was shown in Fig. 5 (c) .
From Fig. 5(b) , when the R 44 with its initial temperatures at about 23 • C was covered by a finger, its temperature rose quickly. The temperature rapidly rose from 23 • C to 30 • C in 10 seconds, then it slowly increased to 30.4 • C at 24 seconds. After the finger was removed from the SFTSC, the touched thermistor's temperature gradually decreased and the rate of cooling was slightly slower than that of heating. The cooling process continued about 76 seconds.
C. Bending Experiment
For verifying its flexibility, the SFTSC was bent. As shown in Fig.6 (a) and Fig.6 (c) , a cup with its radius of 30.0mm containing hot water with its temperature at 50.0 • C was placed on the SFTSC, and then the SFTSC was bent with its maximum angle about 360 • . The SFTSC's temperature images at 25 seconds were shown in Fig.6 (b) and Fig.6 (d) , respectively.
From Fig. 6 (b) and Fig. 6 (d) , the surface temperature of the touched area was significant higher than the surface temperature of the untouched area. Due to the heat transfer between the air and the SFTSC, the surface temperature of the untouched area around the touched area also increased slightly.
D. Stretching Experiment
To verify the stretchability, the SFTSC in multi-arch structure was stretched as large as possible from about 230 mm × 200 mm to about 350 mm×300 mm with its sensitive area stretched from about 200 mm × 200 mm to about 300 mm × 300 mm synchronously. A 60 mm × 60 mm metal block at to 50 ± 0.5 • C was used as the object. The metal block could completely cover the 3×3 thermistors on the unstretched SFTSC and the 2 × 2 thermistors on the stretched SFTSC as shown in Fig. 7 (a) and Fig. 7 (c) respectively. After the metal block was placed on the unstretched SFTSC and the stretched SFTSC for 30 seconds, the temperature results at 30 seconds were shown in Fig. 7 (b) and Fig. 7(d) respectively.
From Fig. 7 (b) and Fig. 7 (d) , when the heated metal block was placed on the SFTSC, both the temperature of the covered area on the unstretched SFTSC and the temperature of the covered area on the stretched SFTSC increased obviously. As the metal block was unchanged, the thermistors covered by the metal block changed from 3 × 3 to 2 × 2. It indicated that the SFTSC could still perceive its surface temperature after its length and its width were elongated about 1.5 times. From the experimental result, the sensitive area of the SFTSC was increased 2.25 times but the spatial resolution was reduced 2.25 times.
E. Temperature Mapping Experiment
To obtain the surface temperature mapping, the operator put the left hand on the SFTSC as shown in Fig. 8 (a) . The hand stayed on the SFTSC for 18 seconds and then moved away, the temperature images on the cushion were shown in Fig. 8 (b) .
The first picture in Fig. 8 (b) showed the temperature distribution on the cushion with the hand untouched. It could be seen that the temperature of the sensitive units was substantially consistent with the ambient temperature. The second picture in Fig. 8 (b) showed the temperature image at 3 seconds, and each finger could be identified. The temperature distribution tended to stable at 18 seconds, and the shape of the entire hand could be recognized in the temperature profile. As the hand moved away from the SFTSC, the temperature dropped gradually and the image of hand shape tended to disappear. The overall change process on one thermistor was consistent with the temperature change curve in Fig. 5 (c) .
To test the sitting posture detection function, the sitting posture detection experiment was carried out. The SFTSC was placed on the chair and a female tester sat on the SFTSC in the forward-leaning posture as shown in Fig. 9 (a) . The temperature images of the SFTSC was obtained and shown in Fig. 9 (b) . As shown in Fig. 10 (a) and Fig. 10 (c) , a male tester sat on the SFTSC with the right leg on the left thigh and the left leg on the right thigh respectively. The SFTSC's surface temperature images at 20 seconds were shown in Fig. 10 (b) and Fig. 10 (d) .
From Fig. 9 (b) , the surface temperature of the SFTSC between 2 seconds and 15 seconds rose significantly. It tended to stable after about 20 seconds, and the outline of the temperature distribution could be seen clearly. The tester left the SFTSC at 20 seconds, and the temperature of the SFTSC began to decrease slowly. By 80 seconds, the outline of the temperature distribution almost disappeared and the surface temperature of the SFTSC was close to the ambient temperature. So, the entire response process continued about 80 seconds. As the tester sat in the forward-leaning posture, the temperature at the front part of the SFTSC increased significantly. From Fig. 10 (b) and Fig. 10 (d) , the outline of the contacted surface between the tester's body and the SFTSC could be recognized. The SFTSC was divided into four areas of A, B, C, and D as shown in Fig 10 (b) and Fig. 10 (d) . The areas of A and B were mainly contacted with the tester, so its temperatures were relatively high. From Fig. 10 (b) , the C area was little contacted with the tester's body, its temperature was mainly lower than the others. While from Fig. 10 (d) , the D area was little contacted with the tester's body, its temperature was mainly lower than the others.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper, the SFTSC in multi-arch structure was fabricated using conductive fabrics and elastic fabric substrates and all thermistors in the SFTSC were accessed by the IRMA-based circuit. Flexible electrodes and elastic substrates facilitated the fabrications of the SAs with good stretchability.
In Fig. 4 , the thermistor (R 23 ) in the SFTSC was replaced with a precise resistance box, the measurement resistance error and the equivalent temperature deviation obtained by the IRMA read out circuit was between −7.2% and −3.7% and between 0.8 • C and 1.5 • C respectively. With the increase of the resistance, the absolute resistance measurement error in the SFTSC with conductive textile electrodes increased and it was larger than that in [25] with metal wire electrodes. As for the reason, each electrode of conductive textile had a resistance of several ohms. The resistance of each electrode used in the SFTSC was about 4.0 , which caused extra error for the IRMA-based circuit. In the future work, lowimpedance conductive fabric should be chosen to realize a better performance of the SFTSC. With its response time about 33 milliseconds, the Thermal Imager of the FLIR T840 could quickly detect the temperature distribution of the exposed surface but it failed to detect the enclosed surface on the cushion covered by human body. However, a long time was necessary for the thermal SA to complete heat exchange between the sensing elements and human body. Therefore, providing additional perception, the thermal SA was suitable for temperature detection with a long response time. In the SFTSC, from Fig. 5 and Fig. 9 , its heating response time was less than 20 seconds but its cooling response time was as longer as about 80 seconds. As for the reason, with built-in thermistors, the SFTSC was quickly heated by the human body in the form of heat conduction while it was slowly cooled by air convection. From the thermal sensing results of the SFTSC, obvious thermal hysteresis was also found. In the SFTSC, as all components had certain heat capacities and the elastic textile substrate of thermal insulation inhibited the fast response of the thermistor, complete elimination of the hysteresis effect and rapid heat cycle was difficult to realize. Thus, the SFTSC would fail in the applications needing fast response. In [22] , the response time of the whole process with the DS18B20 array was minute level. Thus, the designed SFTSC as a kind of electronic skin could be useful for perceive the temperature distribution of the enclosed surface on the chair. This would facilitate the application of the SFTSC in the field of sitting posture detection and other health monitoring. In the SFTSC, the thermistor of NTC-103F3950 had a shape of the prolate spheroid which would increase the response time of the SFTSC. New thermistor with its shape of thin disc may useful for reducing the response time.
With the multi-arch structure, good electrical conductivity of the flexible conductive fabrics and good stretchability of the elastic textile substrates were used to facilitate the stretchability of the SFTSC in row direction and in column direction. From Fig. 6 in the bending experiment, the SFTSC could well coat the surface of the cup containing hot water and it could effectively sense the surface temperature distribution of the contacted surface, which would facilitate its application in complex surfaces without damaging the structure and the interconnects in the SFTSC. The stretchable smart cushions with higher spatial resolution are hoped to well cover different surface areas. By stretching the smart cushion, the spacing between two adjacent elements increased and the spatial resolution decreased. For a smart cushion with certain number of sensing elements, the larger the covering area is the lower the spatial resolution is, and vice versa. Thus the stretchable level of the smart cushion could be determined according to actual requirements. From Fig. 7 in the stretching experiment, after the SFTSC sensitive area was stretched from about 200 mm × 200 mm to about 300 mm × 300 mm, the SFTSC was still able to sense the surface temperature of the metal block. Although the spatial resolution of the SFTSC was reduced 2.25 times, its covered area increased 2.25 times. Thus, the SFTSC could be used for surface temperature detection of objects with different surface areas and complex surface shapes. However, since the inelastic thermistor of the NTC-103F3950 was inflexible and unstretchable, the flexible and stretchable electrode alone could not make the whole SFTSC completely flexible and stretchable. New flexible and stretchable sensitive element may useful for optimizing the stretchability of the smart cushion.
From Fig. 8 in palm experiment, the outline of the temperature distribution became clear quickly and each finger could be recognized because the heat was quickly transferred from the body to the SFTSC when the hand was placed on the SFTSC. And it became blurred gradually as time continue after the hand was removed. It was caused by heat exchanges for temperature differences between the object and the SFTSC and between the SFTSC and the ambient air.
In the future work, firstly, flexible materials and sensitive materials will be selected to achieve better flexibility of the SFTSC. Secondly, the unstretched area will be reduced as much as possible. Thirdly, the SFTSC with larger array size will improve its higher spatial resolution and extend its applications. Furthermore, more parameters including pressure, light intensity, and humidity, should be integrated into the SFTSC.
V. CONCLUSION
The SFTSC be fabrication with textile materials. Every thermistor in the SFTSC was read out by the IRMA-based circuit. The experimental results of the SFTSC show that: (1) The designed SFTSC with good flexibility and good stretchability is able to sense the surface temperature of the object. (2) The SFTSC could also perform the sitting posture detection, and map the outline of the seated surface in different sitting postures of the tester. The designed SFTSC can adapt to the surface of complex objects with varied surface areas, different shapes and different flatness, and can be applied to sitting posture judgment, body health monitoring, wisdom classroom, and wearable field.
